40 years of Bishop Ramsey
1926
Bishop Ramsey School first opened, originally named Manor Secondary School
I was at Manor School between 1971
and 1975. Mr Miller was the
Headmaster and Mr Russell was the
Deputy Headmaster.
In 1974, the Warrender Way building
was declared unsafe and was
condemned, due to its construction
from high alumina cement. We were
playing sports at the time and were told
to collect our clothes and go straight
and not re-enter the school building.

1947

~ Martyn Mahy

Manor Senior School at a carol
concert in St Paul's Church Ruislip
Manor

1950-65
Left: Ruislip High Street, 1965 (top) and 1955 (bottom); top right: Highgrove, 1965; bottom right:
Ruislip Manor High Street, 1950

1977
The school merged with St. Martin's School in West Drayton,
which made local news, and was renamed after Bishop Ian
Ramsey. Ian Ramsey was a British Anglican bishop and a
Professor of the Philosophy of Religion at the University of Oxford.
He wrote extensively on the problem of religious language,
Christian ethics, and the relationship between science and
religion. Bishop Ramsey as we know it was born – first located on
two separate sites, for the Lower School (years 7 to 9) and the
Upper School (years 10 to 13)

Left: Bishop Ramsey’s
first school magazine,
called BRAIN (Bishop
Ramsey’s
articles,
information and news)
and sold for 15p

Right:
The
school
punishment book from
1977-81, including Nigel
Philpott “assaulting a boy
outside the school gates”
and
Murray
Gilchrist
“stealing a boy’s lunch”

1980s
English as a Second Language,
Needlework, Typing and Pottery are
just a few examples of subjects that
are discontinued

Bishop Ramsey pupils
outside the school

Students in science lessons
conducting experiments

2000s

Without a school website, essential information for new
Year 7s, such as a map of the school, list of teachers and
their subjects and important members of staff, was printed
in a welcome booklet

Basketball in the old PE kit
– a brown vest!

Students in the library

Students listening to an
external speaker

2000

Warrender Way entrance and the school sign, both taken on 25th April 2000

2001

2002
Mr Wilcock takes over as head teacher of
Bishop Ramsey

Year 11 prom photos and invitation from 2001

2005
The school bid successfully for funds to amalgamate the two sites

2006
The school was inspected by Ofsted and recognised as “Outstanding”
in all 36 areas that Ofsted judges

2007

The school started construction
to extend the Upper School to
enable all students to enjoy the
same range of facilities and
opportunities as we do today

Plans of the new building and the school
during the construction

2009 The Upper School extension was finally complete, and the school was on
one site (Warrender Way) for the first time

2010
The school was accredited as a National Support School. This prestigious accreditation recognises the School’s
willingness and ability to support other schools that may be experiencing difficulty.

2011
Bishop Ramsey became an Academy

2012
Ex-pupil Natasha Baker wins two gold medals at the 2012 Paralympics, and later wins three more
at the 2016 Games.
‘I have such fond memories of my time at school. Everyone
was extremely supportive of what I was trying to achieve
when I was there, so much so that they actually feel kind of
part of it’ ~ Natasha Baker

2015
The school received accreditation as a 'World Class School', one of only 26 others at the time

2016
Bishop Ramsey became a SCITT, which means that we are able to train teachers

…and in the near future
Bishop Arden Church of England High School, named after
Bishop Donald Arden, is set to open in 2019 or 2020.
Donald Seymour Arden CBE was an Anglican archbishop,
and campaigner for issues of justice and equality. From 1961
to 1964 he was the Bishop of Nyasaland, until Malawian
independence, and Bishop of Malawi thereafter, until 1971.
When the diocese split in 1971, he became Bishop of one of
the two new dioceses as Bishop of Southern Malawi. Also in
that year, he became Archbishop of Central Africa and held
both posts until retiring in 1980.
A memorial to Bishop Donald Arden, containing some of his
ashes, stands next to the Church of the Ascension at Malosa,
Malawi, where a service was held following the dedication.

A photo of the Donald Arden memorial
taken on the 2017 Malawi Trip

Every litter bit hurts…!
Late one afternoon I was waiting for my lift. It was freezing and dark and a boy was waiting at the bus stop nearby.
Cars pulled up and other people ran into the Highgrove Pool but otherwise I shivered by the steps and he, unseen by
me, walked over to a discarded Pringle box and picked it up and put it in a litter bin. “Aw…” I thought “he must be
young, year 9 maybe…”. And that got me thinking - “When did picking up litter become so un-done by people?” and
“When did people start to think that it’s always somebody else’s job to pick it up?”
OK – so choosing to drop litter is their business – isn’t it? So we all have to pretend that it’s not there – isn’t that
right? But it annoys us – admit it – we’d rather the place we live in, go to, like to go to – to be clean. We don’t want
to go to an amazing place of natural beauty to be reminded that we are already visitor number 80,048 because of
the amount litter. We don’t want to sit down in a cinema to watch a movie where someone else’s empty family
pack of peanut m&m’s keeps crackling under our shoes. It’s like tuna crumbs in the keyboard of the laptop you
choose to sit down at. No way. It’s antisocial – we don’t want to live in someone else’s life debris – stop throwing
your rubbish in my path – I’ve got my own carbon footprint to think about!
And then there’s the constant guilt-inducing reminders –the inside of coffee latte cups is covered in some kind of
thin plastic (polyethylene) film which is practically unrecycleable unless first shredded into a fluff by some sort of
frenzied monster with a giant nit-comb - and plastic single-use water bottles – on present trends by 2050 there will
be more plastic by weight in the sea than there are fish.
My mother, who has an opinion on everything, said that they never had plastic bottles back in the day: you used to
have to take the glass bottle back to the shop and they’d give you 5 pence. My Nan said they didn’t even have soft
drinks back in the Dark Ages and something else about sharing an outside loo. Well that was no help – I suppose it
makes it a 21st century problem – our problem - needing some kind of polypropylene separation process solution –
either that or some kind of a huge dump right on the edge of a remote subducting tectonic plate and just wait for
Mother Nature to do her thing. Slowly.
The problem is that Litter Has A Public Relations Problem. The issue is that our society keeps thinking it’s someone
else’s problem - preferably people on Community Service or people who are paid for that sort of thing. But it is our
problem – each one of us needs to speak up and pick up if necessary - there’s likely to be more bacterial
contamination on the change in your pocket than a recently dropped crisp packet. We could do worse than adopt
Norway's "reverse vending" scheme in which plastic bottles are exchanged for a voucher to spend in the shop.
Norwegians even scour litter bins to find plastic bottles left by tourists! It’s all about a change of mindset.
So while we wait to congratulate someone else for discovering the way forward – let’s all just remember five simple
rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t drop litter – we do notice – and we don’t like it
If you have to drop it – let it go over a recycling bin
Take your own travel mug to coffee shop and save up to 50p on your latte
Buy a reusable water bottle, fill up at home, and spend the money you saved on a muffin.
Never ask your parents anything about how they did things in their day – it just encourages them to go on
and on and on…

Philippa Gadsby, Year 12

A Tale of Two Cities
The Titanic Museum, a monument
to Belfast's maritime heritage

A suburban street,
East Belfast

Within all cities there are streets with vibrancy and opportunity, yet there can also be those with
desolation and decline. Where there is true beauty in many cities, there are equal amounts of
poverty, where people live in poor conditions away from the attention of the public.
Many of us go to visit somewhere over the Christmas holidays; seeing family and friends, visiting a city or maybe a bit
of both. For me, as for every Christmas, I visit family near Belfast, N. Ireland and over the many years I have made my
way round most of the attractions in this interesting city. Its big shot to fame is the Titanic museum (as the fateful ship
was built there) which opened its doors drawing in tourists from all over Europe and the world making this city become
an attractive, up-and-coming destination. Lonely Planet named Belfast and the Causeway Coast in its top destinations
for 2018. Older people remember the 1970s-90s where it was shrouded in political and ethnic violence. but since then,
Belfast has improved beyond recognition and it holds its own amongst the neighbouring British and Irish cities.
Most people who visit the city sample the pleasurable experiences of a city break; the sound of cooking and people
milling around in the St Georges Market or coffeeshops around the university. Yet behind the polished surface of
rejuvenation, poverty and inequality still persists across the Northern Irish capital. In 2013 a BBC article wrote that the
area of West Belfast has been ranked the second highest constituency for child poverty in the UK. This equates to 43%
of children growing up in poverty in this area and many others in Belfast. But you don’t experience this side of the city
if you don’t venture further than the immediate city centre.
This part of the city does not get much attention, nor would any deprived area in London or Paris or Dublin. But is it
fair that these areas are left neglected while poverty for children and adults worsens and spreads? Logic and morality
says no, but people living in areas like West Belfast are not given as many opportunities to become successful or fulfill
their aspirations. If I hadn’t have looked into these places and learnt about their social issues, I would never have
experienced the full picture of the city that I have explored. These places deserve to be visited and learned about,
even though they may not be Instagram-worthy or fashionable. Therefore, when you visit a city, look beyond the
Bridge of Sighs, the Eiffel Tower or the Colosseum, and appreciate the challenges and background of the whole city
and learn about its journey away from inequality to opportunity.

Mark Armstrong, Year 13

Dear Agony Aunt,
I feel like I have reached a peak and, have got no
motivation left. Despite being someone who has
achieved highly in exams and has done everything to
do as well as possible, I feel that there is no further for
me to go. I am ridiculed and hated by those who
believe that I am an “alien”, or “robot” in terms of
intellect and ability. Because of this, I feel that I have
got nothing to drive me on in terms of work or inspire
me to carry on.
From the outset my life looks as if it is perfect. I am in a
relationship, have good friends and have supportive
parents. But, that only tells half the story. Beneath the
cover lies the fact that those nearest to me tell me to
lay off it and tell me to act dumb in order to be
accepted by others. My health has been all over the
place and no matter how hard I try, I still feel as if I do
not belong in this school, despite the “warming
environment”.
I guess, I do not have a lot to guide me on or to want to
continue down this route of achievement if those
closest to me seem not to be happy by my
accomplishments.
What should I do?

Anonymous

At the age we are at now, it is easy to fall into a trap that so
many do and put others down to build ourselves up. It is likely
that those who ridicule you have insecurities of their own,
perhaps about their own intelligence and exam results. As you
can appreciate some people live lives that look as if they are

perfect, but it’s often not the case. It is universally agreed that
intellect, and passion and interest in things are great things,
so don’t listen to anyone who tells you to act a certain way. It
may seem like the easiest option to act like someone you’re
not right now but this won’t make you happy – you’ll be at
your happiest when you’re unapologetically you. Completely
accepting yourself is something that definitely comes with
time unfortunately. If you feel like you can, it may be worth
talking to the people close to you and telling them that this is
bothering you and they’ll understand if they’re truly
supportive of you.
It sounds like you have a lot of positive things in your life
too, despite the troubles you’re having. It is important to
count your blessings and let those people know how much
you appreciate them. Those who accept you for who you
really are are the people you need to be surrounding
yourself with. Try not to be concerned with anyone else who
isn’t so accepting because, in the next phase of your life,
they aren’t the people you will ever think about or see. I also
find that thinking about the next phase of my life is a huge
driving force for me. It is absolutely normal to have
moments of little motivation and when you feel like this
reach out to your closest friends or family who will likely
know just what to say to pick you up. Remind yourself of
where you’re heading and what you need to get there –
you’re in control of your own happiness, in this respect at
least.
In terms of feeling as if you don’t belong at the school, you’ll
find that if you reach out to someone that this school can be
very accommodating. If you know how you or anyone else
could feel more welcomed and comfortable in the school
then it is important for you to pass this onto someone –
whether it be a year director, form tutor or school council
member – someone will be able to make the changes you’d
like to see which will be beneficial for the next new students
as well.
Thank you very much for your entry. It
was very honest and brave, and I hope
things begin to look up for you.

Mary's First Date
To the safe suburbs of Ruislip my parents fled;
From a place where without wits you’d end up dead.
For me they’d escaped Ladbroke Grove Estate
So how’d I end up with a boy from Willesden
Who sparked up a zoot on our first date?
Mum always told me don’t marry a man like your dad
Trust me - the bad boy appeal’s just a fad
But I can’t help it, if love is blind; I tell myself it's fate.
That’s how I ended up with a bad boy from Willesden,
Who showed twenty minutes late on our first date.
Pulling me in for a hug, he said he was sorry
God he was so fit, I said babe don’t worry
How could I keep my attraction from being so bait?
I couldn’t, I fancied the curly haired boy from Willesden,
Who stole my first kiss on our first date
I felt brave. I initiated the kiss
It was breathy, wet, awkward; a brand new bliss
He’d just bought us Nando’s, we bantered and ate
Sometimes I miss the beautiful boy from Willesden
Who never called after our first date.
Anonymous

“I think you
were too
good for him
Mary!”

New Year

or

So, Christmas holidays are over. I hate to break it to you but it will not be around for another 11 months.
Between then and now, you have one thing you are probably worried about: EXAMS, and I mean

Revision
Corner
ones.

If you are in Year 10 or in Year 11, the daunting and worrying task of revision, buying new equipment and sleepless nights are fast approaching.
But, STOP! Take a breath, and just overlook the situation. At the end of the day over stressing and running around hopelessly is not going to help
you. Look at what has gone well so far and what has not, noting any areas or times you felt uncomfortable. Know what it is and find a way to
approach it- if you have nothing to counter it, ask someone who you feel has smashed it to help you (9 times out of 10 people will be happy to tell
you how to do well without losing their temper or fuming that their “secrets” are no longer secrets).
Personal Advice
Year 11, I know it may seem like a long way away but before you are fully aware, May will be here. 5 years of your secondary school life ultimately
add up to these few weeks. Every tear, every smile, every heartbreak and every joyful moment. You may feel worried with your results that you
see when you get you mocks back, but do not worry. We have all been there when something went wrong, as failure is the way in which you will
learn. You new GCSE’s are harder; everything rests on these few weeks of exams as coursework is a thing of a past. 2017 taught us one thing
with the new spec Maths and English exams- grade boundaries will be lower, so do not panic as no-one can be certain what will get you that exact
grade you need for the future.
In the next few weeks, go over what you need to do. If you have revision guides, use them, if not several places offer them or you can find them
in the school library. Past papers may not be available, but still look at the calliper of questions from the previous spec, so you can prepare yourself
for them as with more technique practice the better the result you can expect come August. If teachers are available, ask to see them before or
after school in order to get help on areas you are unsure of, or alternately ask for revision sessions and join as many as you can. You may not
enjoy the prospect of staying in school until 4:30 or even 5:00 but, the more you do little by little and work up a solid base, the better the sheet of
paper will look on results day. I did not enjoy going home at 5:30 at my last school, but it helped to do the work and be prepared for the days when
the exams were here.
Year 10, what the year 11’s will be facing in a few months’ time may seem ages away. The position you are in may feel very comfortable but be
warned, your own mocks, possibly even GCSE’s in some subjects or even A Level work may be around the corner (yes, language students or
exceptional students may well be taking them now- you do not need to worry if you are not taking them at this early stage, most do not and achieve
very well). I would advise that you break down your work into smaller loads, and not over stress about what is coming up. There is still a lot to
cover but, have every faith in your teachers that they will get through the course, and help you achieve what is needed. Start looking ahead and
even at some exam questions to know the type of exam question that may be asked when you come to do mocks. Small amounts at this stage
will be beneficial rather than worrying in days before mocks or even your GCSE’s.
As to KS3, exams and mini tests will be coming up soon for most of your subjects. Do not worry about intensity just yet as they will be gradually
increased. In the next year or even couple, it is important to start thinking about exam revision methods that work for you and what subjects you
wish to do for GCSE’s. These years are a chance for you to experiment with different exam techniques and methods, allowing you to do the best
you can when the end of KS4 comes about. As a personal word of advice, if you do speak another language and can get a qualification in it, or
even complete a grade in a musical exam, it would be beneficial to do it now as it allows you to solely focus on your facilitating subjects when you
are in Year 11. It may seem daunting but, it will prove useful when it comes to applications in the future and will allow you to stand out that bit
more.
KS5 students, you managed to survive the GCSEs and they did not kill you, yet. So firstly, well done for getting this far. You have managed to
drop the subjects that you did not want to carry on with, you have thrown in the rubbish and never have to worry about them again. There are
fewer teachers for you to have to complete homework for, fewer people to please and fewer nightmares you have to go through. But, the harsh
reality of A levels has set in. Fewer subjects, more work and the final set of exams have made it clear that this will be no easy route. Any free time
that you had has now become a revision period, so any time wasted is near critical (like what I am doing here, although I am certain that I will
help someone as a result of this). But behind every dark cloud there is a silver lining. Your teachers and your friends are here to support you,
even those you would least expect support from.
Altay Shaw, Year 12

Revision
Sixth Form Work Experience Trip to France
Corner

When this trip was first proposed, I was not the most excited person. I was really nervous about what helping in the school would be like and
also whether I would get on with the family I was staying with since they had 7 children. However, after meeting the family for the first time, I was
not worried about living with them for a week as they were some of the nicest people I have ever met. Working in the school was also not
something I should have feared as all of the children and the teachers were so lovely and after the first day, I was excited to go back the next
day and see the children again. Although some of them attacked us and tried to take our things at playtime, we knew they were just having a
good time and trying to make us laugh. Helping in the classes was challenging as we constantly had to speak French to people but it was also
very enjoyable and rewarding. Helping out in the English lessons on some days was definitely a relief for us all when we could relax and just
speak English for a few hours. We got on very well with everyone at the school and we hope to stay in contact with them and send them letters
every now and then to see how everyone is doing. I also hope to stay in touch with my family as they were so kind and welcoming, making me
feel very comfortable straight away. This trip was something I am very glad I took part in as it is not everyday you get to do work experience in a
foreign country and build not only better French language skills but also your confidence and interpersonal skills. I left France feeling more
confident in speaking French and hope this will benefit me in my speaking exam.
Chloe Widdows, Year 13

The work experience trip to France was one of the best experiences of my life. At first, I was
terrified, the fear of the unknown creeping up on me as we got closer and closer to Le Havre on
the journey there. However, by the end of the trip I was sad to say goodbye to the family I was
staying with who welcomed me into their home as if I too were family, the kind teachers who made
us feel at ease in school, and the wonderful children who I had grown to love in the short time I
spent at Ecole Saint Roch. We had so much fun, from my somewhat ridiculous purchases from the
supermarket everyday, to teaching the kids 'The Superman Song' in their English lessons, and of
course, one of France's many highlights: the McDonald's. Some, myself included, would consider it
the 8th wonder of the world. The whole trip was such an enriching experience, from learning new
phrases, making new friends, and living amongst the French culture, this trip is certainly one that I
will never forget.
Fleur Mahdessi-Sarkissian, Year 13

Home studio guide
In this school there’s a lot of musical talent and unless you play at an event or out in the streets chances are not
many people will hear your playing so I’ve come up with a handy list of all the necessary equipment to get your
music sounding professional and ready for the world to hear! The major six things are: Soundcards, software
(DAWs), microphones, MIDI devices, speakers and headphones
USB soundcards are good if

●

you don't want to deconstruct a
computer
● FireWire cables are also common
in soundcards so you might not
want one of those

●

DAW stands for digital audio

workstation
● Only thing that will use MIDI
● Most DAWs have lots of effects for
editing sounds ( “plugins”)
● You can turn anything into synth if
your smart enough

● Phantom power is very useful for wireless mics
you’ll know if a soundcard has phantom power
because you’ll see a little sign on the back that
says ‘+48V’

● Get one with a quiet preamp as that won’t affect
the recording

● Phantom power is very useful for wireless mics
you’ll know if a soundcard has phantom power
because you’ll see a little sign on the back that says
‘+48V’

● Get one with a quiet preamp as that won’t affect
the recording
You don't need an instrument to use DAWs if you
use samples or virtual instruments

Microphone recommendations
● Rode NT1A-good condenser (probably the best on the list)
● Shure SM57-good all round microphone and is used by almost everywhere
● Shure SM58-better for live singing Shure beta 52A-good for bass/low ended sounds

● Samson CO2-good for the price

MIDI device recommendations
●
●
●
●

Playable pads are very useful (some you can load samples onto making playing live or
making drum beats easy too!)
M-audio keyrig 49
M-audio oxygen 49 is good
If you want to play live MIDI then get a novation SL mk2 is good

When buying
headphones Flat
response headphones
are a must have and
get ones with
comfortable padding –
it’s a worthwhile
investment!

Thank you for reading I hope you’ve
found this useful and I’m looking
forward to hearing your new big hit!

…and don’t forget
Lot of songs = lots of memory cards

remember

to back up your songs regularly
If you use
DAWS use VSTs for an even more advanced sound
(a lot of people call them plugins in case you want
to do some research into this yourself )
boxes balance out your audio signals

DI
Buy lots

of quarter inch leads,aux cords,XLR cables
If
you’re using DAWs use LEGAL samples (great
website - primeloops.com)
Buy soundproofing
foam and soundproof your recording area!

Joe Buckley, Year 8

2017: With Lewis Hamilton taking his 4th world title
a new era for the sport has begun
A shake up at the start of the season with the regulations look set to promise much more in the way of competitiveness and fresh
start for all teams on the grid. With reigning Formula 1 world champion Nico Rosberg gone, former boss of Formula 1 Bernie
Ecclestone fired, new owners Liberty Media taking over and increasing the presence of fans with the teams, Formula 1 was on track
to improve its worldwide ratings.
So, if that was what changed, what stayed the same? McLaren returned to their role of being on the back foot, with several engine
failures and annoyances from Honda, prompting Alonso to drive at Indianapolis instead of Monaco. Ferrari kept their driver line-up
of Vettel and Raikkonen, hoping to fast track their way back into the history books and glory days - those which have not happened
since 2004 with Michael Schumacher winning a record 7th world title. Red-Bull were still the dark horses of the season, with the new
RB13, their quote for the car proved to be irony during the season – 13, unlucky for some.
The season seemingly kicked off in typical V6 Hybrid dominance with Hamilton taking pole at Melbourne with Vettel alongside him,
Bottas (swapping from Williams to replace the departing Rosberg at Mercedes), lined up 3rd. Though qualifying seemed to be a done
deal, the race proved to be anything but, with strategy errors by the once seamless operations at AMG Petronas led to the race going
to the Tifosi. Vettel emerged the victor, Hamilton a gallant second with Bottas third. The next few rounds would see-saw between the
two former world champions with it becoming clear that certain tracks favoured the Mercedes with others favouring the Ferrari. What
neither driver could afford was to have a bad race at one of their primed circuits. Come Azerbaijan, with both drivers on 3 race wins

a piece and a looming gap opening in favour of Vettel, Hamilton took a stunning 66th pole position of his career, after last time out in
Canada equalling all time great Ayrton Senna in terms of pole position. Come Sunday, the trifecta had been achieved; pole, race win
and the fastest lap with Vettel lying down in 4th.
Mid-June, the championship was close. The next four races, Austria, Britain, Hungary and Belgium alternated winner between one
Mercedes driver and Vettel. At the end of Spa, Hamilton was on form with only a 4-point deficit to Vettel. The crowds were amused
with two widely different circuits coming up, Monza and Marina Bay, the title could have gone either way. Approaching late
September, Hamilton was ahead but Vettel had the perfect opportunity to claw back at the Silver Arrow round the technical and
demanding circuit. All Vettel had to do was take a comfortable win in order to gain crucial championship points over his title rival.
That was not to be the case.
Both Ferraris collided, taking out Max Verstappen and Fernando Alonso in the process, leaving Hamilton to take an unlikely win
under the floodlights. Asia was to be the thorn in the side of the Tifosi as failure, after failure befell the Ferraris leading to them
losing not only podiums, but the all-important world title. In the end, a season expected to be as close as 2010 or 2012, turned out
to be a done deal as at the Autodromo Hermanos Rodriguez, Hamilton finished 9th to secure his fourth world title, putting equal with
Prost and Vettel and only one behind Fangio.
This year had proved racing on a scale never before seen, with an average lap of a circuit done around 1.5-3.5 seconds a lap
quicker than the previous season. It had shown that Formula One fans were prepared to see driver changes a plenty, with one
even coming close to Indianapolis 500 victory in May. Formula One had recaptured its’ soul after years of dominance and cliched
circumstances, providing a season for the fans- not only to watch but to spectate and view with greater access to paddocks and
more racing related action like the Live Event in London in June.
With next year promising lap times 1-2 seconds a lap faster, G-forces approaching 7.5 into the first few corners at Melbourne, fans
will be eagerly awaiting the start of the new season. To that, I say Allons y!
Altay Shaw, Year 12

My sports report

Week 5 saw intense matches, comebacks and last minute goals. Some of the matches included Liverpool drawing 3-3
with Sevilla after being 3-0 up and Manchester united losing in a surprising upset to Basel 1-0.
The first match to get everyone talking is Manchester United vs Basel. If Manchester United were to pick up the 3
points in this match they would have sealed their position in the round of 16. The red devils had a reasonable
showing, with Fellani getting a header on target:- one that missed the goal and one that hit the post and Basel’s
goalkeeper, Vaclik, made 2 very good stops against both Anthony Martial and Romelu Lukaku. In the last half an hour
Basel stepped up the attacking resulting in a late goal, coming in the 87th minute and, in my opinion, was a bit of a
lucky score. Pogba played a big part in United’s 4-0 victory against Newcastle although he was not very influential and
did not even get a shot on target. Rojo however is worthy of a mention - he made a few crosses from the back of the
pitch, which led to some great chances, as well as having a great long shot which, after having a deflection, hit the
post. It was probably their best chance of the match. He did all this while also making a lot of crucial tackles including
blocking an incoming shot. In my opinion Manchester should have come home with the three points and a spot in the
Champions League round of sixteen and that Basel got rather lucky.

The second match was a goal fest, unlike the United match. Liverpool vs Sevilla ended 3-3. The first goal, in the second
minute, was not the best but still a decent effort. Coming from Liverpool’s first corner of the game; the ball was
nodded down by Wjnaldum, which went straight into Firmino at the back post, who slotted it in nicely. Their second
goal came in the same fashion with Firmino this time nodding it down into Mane. The third and final goal from
Liverpool bounced off the goalkeeper right into Firmino who put it into the back of the net. Before their first goal
Sevilla did try on a few occasions but although coming close just couldn’t find the back of the net. This match is
another indication that Liverpool need to start signing a few new defenders as their left back Alberto Moreno had one
of the worst performances losing Liverpool their huge lead. He first cost them a free kick, which Sevilla then scored
from, then he gave away a penalty and then from a corner they picked up the equalizer. Liverpool is a team that have
a lot of talent all around the pitch and are so close to really being title contenders but they need to sort out their
backline, which seems to be costing them every match. In my opinion player of the match was Firmino; one of them
was quite easy but still picking up 2 goals and an assist is a very good performance any striker would take.
Now it’s time to talk about some transfers. One of the bigger rumoured transfers is Gareth Bale back to the premier
club for a price tag of £65m which means he is more available for lesser funded clubs. As a Tottenham fan, I want him
to come back but on his wages a club like Man United are more likely to get him. The second transfer in question is
Danny Rose; potentially moving to Manchester United. With their large budget he would be a great signing for them
as the left back position is by far their weakest position in which Danny Rose could shine. The last transfer is Eden
Hazard to Real Madrid. They will need more backup on the wings if Gareth Bale is leaving and I also think he would
become Ronaldo’s replacement. I can really see this one coming true as it doesn’t look like Chelsea will win the league
again or even get into the top 2 so Eden might want a bit more success and real Madrid is the answer. I don’t want
this transfer to happen though because I enjoy watching Hazard play against premier league oppositions. It’s all to
play for…!

Matthew Morris

Years 7 and 8 Girls football team update

On the 30th of November Bishop Ramsey’s girl football team (years 7 and 8) took part in the under 13’s EFL schools
football tournament.
The matches took place at Goals Soccer Centre near Wembley. This was a great venue to play at, we felt like
professionals. There was a full size astro turf pitch, floodlights, speakers for commentating, full size goals and referees.
Students played throughout the day with schools competing and being knocked out in rounds until the final match.
Bishop Ramsey girls were fantastic sportswomen, they won all their matches to take part in the final - it was very
excitin !

Bishop Ramsey and Mrs Aitken were great at cheering their team mates on and played a great game in the sub zero
temperatures and snow. With much sadness we lost 2-1 in the final round but next time plan to win the cup.
So come and join us and help us to be champions or maybe start a cheer leading group so we can try for the cheer
leading cup as well.

Abbie Maslin, Year 7

Quiz Time
1. True or False: Bats always turn left when leaving a cave?
2. True or False: Mr Kainth has Minion socks?
3. Which South American country does Paddington Bear come from?
4. Which of the following colours is not mentioned in the Rainbow song:
orange, green and pink?
5. Which movie does the song “Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” feature in?
6. What happens to water when it reaches 0 degrees Celsius?
7. Who is Year 8’s head of year?
8. Will Manchester ever win the house competition?
9. What long-legged bird eats with its head upside down?
10. What is the second smallest planet in our solar system?

Answers on the next page

(no looking yet…!)

1 False
2 True
3 Peru
4 Pink
5 Mary Poppins
6 It freezes and turns into ice
7 Mrs Mcloughlin
8 Who knows
9 Flamingo
10 Mar

Homelessness

Homelessness is a very important issue within our community.
We all need to act in order to do tackle the problem head on. Taking initiative from
this I recently prepared and delivered an assembly on homelessness to the school
community. I stated that there are 100 million people homeless in the world,
185,000 people are homeless in the U.K, and there are 8,000 people are homeless
in London. This is our community there is a motto for my year (Year 8) and it is
“We Rise or We Fall Together” it is not just for my year, it is not just for this school,
it is for this country. Our country! According to Google homelessness is “a state
of having no home” but it is not just a sentence for the homeless it’s a lifetime.
We are privileged to have warm homes to go back to every day after school or
after work.
We are lucky and because we are so lucky we should take advantage of that and
show goodness to the world, and help the homeless. There are many charities
for example Shelter and Emmaus. We can help. Please, if you have any
questions for you to participate in any assemblies I am doing on these serious
issues please come see me.

Medina Roberts, Year 8

Malawi

Last summer, I was one of nineteen lucky students to experience life at Malosa secondary school in Malawi. As a school
we are very fortunate to have the link with Malosa, through which we are able to provide a group of students with an
unforgettable and life-changing experience, every two years. It was wonderful to see the great work that Bishop
Ramsey has done there over the past 10 years, and contribute to that ourselves, but in many ways, we got so much
more from them than the other way around. They taught us what real faith, appreciation, generosity, gratitude and
respect looks like. Not only did we gain all this, there were friendships and memories made in those two weeks that I
know will last a very long time. When the time comes for you, I wholeheartedly encourage you to take part in this
experience.
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